2016-05-16 From the preparatory notes for Class 04 of the introductory
course on political economy: ‘The evolution of property and how it rules
the world’.

Round off the discussion from last time: Does property depend on law? Does
property depend on enforcement by the state?
Ann E. Davis, Associate Professor of Economics at Marist College in New York state, has
recently (2015) published a book called The Evolution of the Property Relation. She
correctly observes that
‘the importance of property is the “property relation,” rather than the concrete
characteristics of the object itself.’

But she goes on to suggest that
‘property is a tri-partite relationship between the individual, the object, and the state’

— the state being the necessary enforcer.1 She leaves out the vital element of social
recognition, so that the property relation in her definition is not a social relation (unless one
equates society with the state, which is surely unsound).
She also seems unaware that effective enforcement of proprietary entitlements existed long
before the state — as Hoebel, Malinowski and others have demonstrated.

Let’s turn now to examine the idea of ‘wealth’ and its connection with
‘property’.
Discussion of the following slides to understand the two meanings of ‘wealth’ and the
connection between them:
[see next page]
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The Evolution of the Property Relation, Part I Chapter One.
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The objects of the property relation (‘objects of property’ / ‘property’) are objects of material
wealth. They can include abstract objects — so-called ‘incorporeal’ things.
When we read Marx and Engels and the extracts from The German Ideology, we’ll encounter
the German philosopher Georg Hegel (1770-1831).
Here’s a brief biographical note about Hegel.

Here is what Hegel had to say about abstract objects, or incorporeal ‘things’:
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[Discussion to ensure that there is a basic understanding of the idea of abstract or
‘incorporeal’ things.]
Did intellectual property exist before the state? Yes, in a rudimentary form it
did exist.
Hoebel tells us that this subject first received attention in the 1920s in the writings of
Robert H. Lowie (1883-1957). He showed that the legal historians of his day were wrong
in their view that primitive people lack the mental sophistication necessary for so abstract a
conception as intellectual property.2 He also pointed out that the prominence among certain
peoples of what today would be called patents and copyrights, ‘reduces the dogma of a
universal primitive communism to a manifest absurdity’.3
Among the aboriginal people of the Andaman islands, while there was virtually a
‘communism’ in cooking utensils, no such latitude applied to the songs composed for the
occasion of a tribal gathering.
A song that has been received with applause may be repeated by request at lesser
gatherings, but irrespective of its popularity no one dare sing it except the composer
himself. …
Additional examples of copyright are furnished by the Kai [people of Papua New Guinea].
Among them, as in the Andamans, a poet is the absolute owner of his composition. No
one else may sing it without his consent, and usually he exacts a fee for granting it.
Similarly, there is ownership of magical formulas, the instructor being entitled to
compensation. Certain carvings, too, must not be copied without special leave. Even
personal names are in a sense a form of patented property, so that a young man adopting
a name already held presents his elder namesake with a gift by way of conciliation.4

Lowie went on to provide many other examples from various parts of the world, including in
particular the native American ‘Indians’ of the northern Plains.5
In these examples, there seems to be a close connection between the exclusive entitlement
and the protection of individual status in connection with the song, poem, magical formula,
carving or personal name. While status itself provides access to material benefits or wealth,
we should not exaggerate the parallels with modern property relations.
Of course, in today’s world, intellectual productions — musical compositions, songs, poems,
writings of all kinds, theatrical performances on screen, technological innovations and the
like — are all so vulnerable to being taken and copied by others without the inventor’s or
composer’s permission, and anonymously distributed on a mass scale, that intellectual
property is now clearly dependent on law for its preservation. Much more so in fact
than the vulnerable harvest on Bentham’s field.
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Id., p 236.

See R. H. Lowie, ‘Incorporeal Property in Primitive Society’, Yale Law Journal, Vol. 37, No. 5 (Mar., 1928), pp.
551-563.
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Return to the slide above quoting William Petty. Note the distinction between the objects
that make up material wealth and the means of command over those objects — i.e.
socially recognised entitlement to them. This distinction will become increasingly
important as we proceed through the course.
———————————————————————
Assignment for next time: [Four pairs of volunteers.]
Think about the following questions and prepare to answer them in the next class, on the
basis of what you have learned so far —

Reminder to read the introduction and paragraphs 1-15 of the German Ideology
extract for next time.
Further reading: At the end of the class, an extract from Saggs, The Babylonians
handed out.

